The Inner and Outer of
Evolutionary Leadership
3 Session Series

With Tenneson Woolf and Kinde Nebeker

MANY OF US INTUITIVELY KNOW that heroic, solo leadership

is no longer enough. No one person can do what is needed.
Many of us know that the world and its institutions are evolving
— we need people who feel an evolutionary imperative in their
bones and are willing to work together to make a difference,
right where they are.
Leadership today (we define leaders as anyone who wants to
make a difference) requires a firm grasp on both the inner and
the outer: the inner of personal presence and grounding, and
the outer of collaborative process and collective intelligence.
The Inner and Outer of Evolutionary Leadership Series
(IOEL) includes an overarching intention of expanding
perspectives, developing applicable skills, cultivating
community among participants, and growing courage for
personal action within an evolutionary leadership framework.
Each session will involve checking-in to begin, short teaches
on materials, responding to a pre-reading assignment,
engaging one another, harvesting learnings, and checking-out
to close.
Session 1 Presence: The Inner Work of Showing Up
Session 2 Engaging With Others: The Outer Work of Leading
Through Hosting and Convening
Session 3 Integration: Essential Evolutionary Leadership
Practice In These Times

WHEN:

Mondays, Feb 29, March 7, & March 14
from 6:30 to 9:30 pm
Register by February 15, 2016.

WHERE:

Wasatch Retreat Center
75 South 200 East, Salt Lake City, UT

COST:

$129.95 individuals
$109.95 (per person) teams of 3 or more

REGISTER HERE NOW

via Paypal

or send a check to New Moon Rites of Passage
741 South 400 West #2, Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Tenneson comes from the fields of organizational leadership
and systems design. He currently hosts leadership trainings,
designs large conferences, and consults in strategic planning.
Kinde comes from a background of design and design
education, transpersonal psychology and ecopsychology. She
currently guides wilderness rites of passage trips and supports
individuals in their psychological and spiritual development.

“What counts is not only what leaders do and
how they do it, but that ‘interior condition,’ the
inner place from which they operate.”
— Otto Scharmer
Cofounder of Presencing Institute

More information: tenneson@tennesonwoolf.com or kinde@newmoonritesofpassage.com

